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Often the most engaging, thought-provoking stories in cinema are those with complex characters and moral provocations. They don't offer black and white ...
Cannes 2021: Asghar Farhadi's 'A Hero' is a Gripping, Complex Tale
The President and the COPA have urged a quick and durable solution with policy changes to protect both humans and elephants. However, the raging Human-Elephant Conflict (HEC) continues with added ...
A long-term solution to the human-elephant conflict
Between The Art of Cruelty (art criticism) and The Argonauts (genre-defiant), her incisive intelligence and emotional depth are astounding ... s just a collection of tales from Dorothy Parker ...
My culture fix: St Vincent
In this list is a collection of 10 unmissable adaptations ... from the revered Strange Tales from a Chinese Studio (1740) collection, which birthed several other adaptations, like the fast ...
10 must-watch short story-to-film adaptations
SARATOGA SPRINGS — Stakes action for the 2021 meet at Saratoga Race Course kicked off in exciting fashion on Thursday’s Opening Day as highly regarded turf sprinter Golden Pal returned to the Spa with ...
Golden Pal puts on a show in Grade 3 Quick Call
At his best, he worked with a straight-down-the-middle craft and vitality, and with a human touch that made his movies play like escapist fairy tales. A telling thing about him is that he didn’t just ...
Remembering Richard Donner: With ‘Superman’ and the ‘Lethal Weapon’ Films, He Made the Blockbuster Era Both Bigger and Smaller
Value investing is often associated with banks or oil companies, but if you look more closely the potential opportunities are far more varied.
Why there’s more to value than meets the eye
Old wives’ tales, folk knowledge, common sayings, and even cliches and idioms are often taken as givens since they form an often unnoticed part of our vocabulary and culture. There’s so many ...
air pressure
It was erected for 2003 fantasy film Big Fish, which was directed by Tim Burton and sees protagonist Will Bloom embark on adventures inspired by his late father’s whimsical tales.
Eerie ruins Mother Nature has taken over
The Virginia-raised songwriter is an incredible storyteller (CC: 2018 album Historian), capable of drawing you into her collection of coming-of-age tales with hushed indie rock and lyrical detail ...
Lucy Dacus pulls you in with peak storytelling on 'VBS'
Where does National Weather Service Meteorologist Corby Dickerson start when explaining the sweltering heatwave that has taken hold of the northwestern United States and southwestern Canada? According ...
Summer of 2021 off to a record-setting hot start
Pauls Dairy has released a choc-caramel flavoured custard inspired by Allen's Fantales lollies. The product was quietly released at Woolworths supermarkets for $2.50 per 170g tub. The custard has ...
You can now get Fantales choc-caramel custard in a TUB
You’d think that the 8086 microprocessor, a 40-year-old chip with a mere 29,000 transistors on board that kicked off the 16-bit PC revolution, would have no more tales left to tell. But as [Ken ...
Reverse Engineering The Charge Pump Of An 8086 Microprocessor
And it's the longest by an astounding 58 feet. The previous best was Kris Bryant's 410-foot shot in 2016. It was also the 200th homer in All-Star history. “Ever since I was a kid, I've been ...
Like father, like son: Vlad Guerrero Jr. shines as All-Star
According to The History Channel’s Tales of the Gun ... One estimate of the number of Mauser rifles produced is an astounding 102 million. Many believe that the Germans marked every rifle ...
The AK-47 of World War II: The Mauser 98 Rifle Was Loved and Feared
A New York City-based real estate developer has become the new majority owner of Houston's very own Dynamo and Dash soccer clubs, and players seem to be happy about the decision. Center-back ...
Houston Dynamo announces NY-based real estate developer as new owner
Here's what you need to know. 10. Facebook just changed how it reviews employee performance. One employee said it could be a sign the social-media giant is maturing and attracting different kinds ...
10 things in tech: Andy Jassy's rise, Lime mopeds, Google Search shakeup
This morning we're seeing seeing two weather tales, one where there’s no wind some morning chill / frosty areas like Shelton at 27. The other where a light north wind the air mixes up and it's ...
Astounding April warms significantly for the weekend
As the credits roll on Universal’s “F9,” a stinger nodding to the “Justice for Han” outcry sets up what could be the biggest face-off in the upcoming “Fast 10" — and one of the most ...
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